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Abstract: Software development effort estimation is a critical activity of the project management process. In this
study, machine learning algorithms were investigated in conjunction with feature transformation, feature selection, and
parameter tuning techniques to estimate the development effort accurately and a new model was proposed as part of
an expert system. We preferred the most general-purpose algorithms, applied parameter optimization technique (GridSearch), feature transformation techniques (binning and one-hot-encoding), and feature selection algorithm (principal
component analysis). All the models were trained on the ISBSG datasets and implemented by using the scikit-learn
package in the Python language. The proposed model uses a multilayer perceptron as its underlying algorithm, applies
binning of the features to transform continuous features and one-hot-encoding technique to transform categorical data
into numerical values as feature transformation techniques, does feature selection based on the principal component
analysis method, and performs parameter tuning based on the GridSearch algorithm. We demonstrate that our effort
prediction model mostly outperforms the other existing models in terms of prediction accuracy based on the mean
absolute residual parameter.
Key words: Software effort estimation, machine learning, feature binning, grid search, artificial neural networks, mean
absolute residual

1. Introduction
The effort required for the development of a software project can change with many factors in the development.
While this effort can be predicted by using several methods, prediction results can lead to either underestimation
or overestimation. Predicting the effort in an accurate way can help software companies foresee the costs in
an effective manner. The total project effort and the associated cost needed for the development should be
estimated accurately before the software project is carried out. This is one of the most important main tasks
of the software project manager. These estimations are used to determine the necessary resources (i.e. the
budget for human resources, number of personnel), project plans, schedules, bidding processes, milestones, and
deadlines. If the effort required for the project development is predicted incorrectly, then the cost of the software
development process might be underestimated or overestimated, both having negative effects by causing the
company to lose profit or visibility. Therefore, software development effort estimation (SDEE) is a crucial step
in the early stages of the software development life cycle to avoid unexpected situations that might arise.
Effort estimation in software development is a research topic that has been studied and improved since
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the mid-1960s [2, 3]. Since then, there have been numerous methods, techniques, and tools that emerged to
address the problem of effort estimation. Estimation techniques that are used nowadays by the software cost
predictors can be divided into three main groups [1, 5]:
• expert judgment,
• algorithmic/parametric models, and
• machine learning models.
Expert judgment is realized with the help of an expert who uses his/her knowledge and expertise on
estimating the project effort during the project management activities [1, 8].

Algorithmic models (a.k.a.

parametric models) such as the popular COCOMO model, SEER-SEM, and SLIM mostly apply function point
(FP) measure and source lines of code (SLOC) metric values to calculate the development effort. Finally,
machine learning models, which can be used either standalone or in conjunction with algorithmic models [1],
can be built by using machine learning algorithms such as naive Bayes and decision trees.
In this study, we aimed to develop a novel machine learning-based software effort estimation model by
using not only feature transformation and feature selection techniques but also parameter tuning techniques on
datasets created based on real software development projects. We also intended to investigate the effectiveness of
commonly used machine learning algorithms on the estimation of software development effort. To achieve this,
we implemented nine machine learning regression models to evaluate the prediction accuracy on the software
development effort, compared the test results with the best results reported in the literature, and worked on the
optimum parameter values of each model. In order to compare our results with the research results obtained
recently by Nassif et al. [1], we used the same set of datasets and performance evaluation criterion. Datasets
used to train and test our models were retrieved from the International Software Benchmarking Standards
Group (ISBSG) [10] and contain the following features that might affect the effort estimation [9]:
• adjusted function points (AFP): continuous feature,
• development platform: categorical feature,
• language type: categorical feature,
• resource level: categorical feature,
• effort: output value.
The first four features are used as the input features and the last one (effort) is considered the output
value, which must be estimated accurately. Our main performance evaluation criterion for the machine learningbased models is mean absolute residual (MAR), which is explained by the datasets in Section 3 in detail. We
identified the following research questions (RQs) for this research:
• RQ1: Which machine learning algorithm provides the best performance in terms of mean absolute residual
parameter?
• RQ2: Which machine learning algorithm tends to overestimate and which tends to underestimate?
• RQ3: Can we build better machine learning-based models in terms of prediction accuracy by applying
feature transformation, feature selection, and parameter tuning techniques?
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The remaining sections of this paper are as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of the related work
and background. Section 3 describes the evaluation performance criterion and datasets, and explains how we
trained and tested machine learning models and optimized the parameters. Section 4 shows the test results and
discussions. Section 5 lists the threats to the validity, which are critical for any experimental research. Finally,
Section 6 explains the conclusions and future work.
2. Related work
The majority of the previous studies developed effort estimation models based on machine learning algorithms
such as artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms, support vector machines, and decision trees [4]. In this
section, we investigate the previous studies that applied general-purpose regression algorithms to build software
effort estimation models.
A systematic review paper was published by Jorgensen and Shepperd [6]. They identified 304 papers in
2007 that are all relevant to software cost estimation and classified these papers to provide a perspective and
support as recommendations for future cost-estimation researchers. This systematic review paper was different
than the previous review papers on software effort estimation because it included a systematic selection process
and more papers compared to other review articles. They also classified papers based on several dimensions
such as study context, dataset, and estimation topics. In a more recent systematic review paper, Wen et al.
[4] identified 84 primary studies about machine learning-based software effort estimation between 1991 and
2010, and they reported that they identified eight types of machine learning techniques that were used in
effort estimation studies. It was seen that applications of machine learning (ML) techniques in the software
development effort estimation (SDEE) domain was launched by the 1990s. It was concluded that the estimation
accuracy of the ML models that were investigated is better than that of non-ML models.
Sehra et al. [7] semantically mapped 1178 papers about SDEE published between 1996 and 2016 by
employing natural language processing in order to help researchers in finding the potential research areas on
SDEE. They reported that the number of papers published about ML-based SDEE significantly increased over
the last two decades. This indicates that machine learning-based effort estimation studies still have much
potential for novel models when considering the better predictive accuracy.
In Table 1, we explain the strengths and weaknesses of the following machine learning algorithms in
the context of software development effort estimation models to provide a comprehensive comparison and
then we provide the relevant literature for each of these algorithms: K-nearest neighbors, linear regression,
ridge regression, lasso regression, decision tree regression, support vector regression, random forest regression,
gradient boosted regression trees, and multilayer perceptron (MLP).
Kocaguneli et al. [15] employed kNN with a certain number of “k”s and the Best(K) method in order to
estimate software development effort accurately on nine datasets including one ISBSG dataset. They concluded
that estimation by analogy approach provides better results when selecting neighbors from regions with small
variance. A limitation to mention about this technique is that it cannot predict a value on a dimension that
is outside the range of values in the training data such as the software development effort [14]. Other similar
limitations may apply to this technique. Menzies et al. [16] and Sarro et al. [18] used the automatically
transformed linear baseline model (ATLM), a multiple linear regression model that was proposed by Whigham
et al. [17]. ATLM is considered to be performing well over different project types and it is easy to deploy with no
parameter tuning. Shahpar et al. [19] used a binary genetic algorithm for feature selection before investigating
the evaluation criteria with hybrid linear regression and decision trees over three datasets. Other researchers
1310
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Table 1. Comprehensive comparison of deployed machine learning algorithms for software effort estimation.

Algorithm
K-Neighbors regression

Strengths
Simple, fast, easy to understand, a
good baseline method, reasonable performance without adjustments

Linear regression

Fast and easy to implement, intuitive
to understand, available statistical results
Reducing overfitting and guaranteeing
to find a solution by using the penalty
term
Easy to interpret with a subset of features, a good choice if only a few
features are important among a large
amount of features
Easy to understand, handles nonlinear
features, intuitive decision rules
Good performance with unstructured
and semistructured data, scales well
to high-dimensional data, less risk for
overfitting
Robust to outliers, performs well in
practice, learns highly nonlinear relationships
Solves almost all objective functions,
effective in many cases, flexibility with
the choice of loss functions
Effective at modeling complex relationships, better performance with more
data, no worry about the structure of
the data, good performance

Ridge regression

Lasso regression

Decision tree regression
Support vector regression

Random forest regression
Gradient boosted regression trees
Multilayer perceptron

Weaknesses
Slow in large datasets, preprocessing
needed, bad performance in datasets
having many features, bad performance with sparse datasets where most
features are 0
Sensitive to outliers and limited to linear relationships
Not useful in case of high number of
features, poor in terms of offering a
good interpretation
Some features are entirely ignored,
tends to select one variable

Biased to training set, not powerful for
complex datasets
Not easy to choose a good kernel
function, long training time for large
datasets, difficult to interpret and calibrate the model
Slow due to many trees for real-time
prediction and requires more memory
Sensitive to overfitting in the case of
noisy data, long training time, harder
to tune
Difficult to interpret and understand,
computationally intensive to train, several parameters to adjust, requires a
lot of data, not a good performance for
small datasets

applied log-linear regression (LLR) [30, 35]. Dejaeger et al. [20] investigated the ridge regression model with 12
other models and tested these models over 9 datasets including ISBSG. Li et al. [21] proposed an adaptive ridge
regression system, which is an integration of data transformation, multicollinearity diagnosis, ridge regression
technique, and multiobjective optimization. In the study, it was concluded that the adaptive ridge regression
system that they proposed can significantly improve the performance of regressions on multicollinear datasets
and produce more explainable results than machine learning methods. Papatheocharous et al. [22] deployed
ridge regression with the genetic algorithm and compared it with the other ML techniques. Another researcher
also focused on ridge regression [23]. Nguyen et al. [23] proposed a constrained regression technique and
compared the prediction accuracy of this technique with the lasso, ridge regression, and other techniques by
using two COCOMO datasets. Basgalupp et al. [24, 25] proposed a hyperheuristic approach that is defined as
1311
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the evolution of a decision-tree algorithm instead of the decision tree itself. Shahpar et al. [19] tested decision
trees over three datasets and Sarro et al. [18] deployed decision trees to test on five datasets. Oliveira [26]
applied support vector regression with the linear kernel as well as RBF kernel. It was concluded that SVR
outperformed radial basis functions neural networks (RBFNs) and linear regression when analyzed on a dataset
from NASA. In another study, Oliveira et al. [27] observed that the proposed GA-based method increased the
performance of SVR (RBF and linear kernels). It was also stated that in methods such as MLP, RBF, and
SVR, the level of accuracy in software effort estimation heavily relies on the values of the parameters. Lin et
al. [28] proposed a model combining GA with SVR and tested the model on COCOMO, Desharnais, Kemerer,
and Albrecht datasets. Dejaeger et al. [20] concluded that nonlinear techniques such as SVM, RBFN, and
MLP did not perform well on large datasets such as ISBSG datasets. However, LS-SVM performed relatively
better. Corazza et al. [29] applied SVR with 18 configurations with the leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation
approach. Random forest (RF) algorithms are usually applied in fault prediction models. In a recent study
performed by Satapathy et al. [30], the RF technique was employed to test and enhance the prediction accuracy
of software effort estimation by utilizing the use case point (UCP) approach. Test results were compared with
MLP, RBFN, SGB, and LLR techniques. As a result, it was stated that the RF technique had lower MMRE
and therefore higher accuracy was achieved in the estimation of software development effort. Nassif et al. [31]
proposed a TreeBoost (stochastic gradient boosting) model to predict software effort based on the UCP method.
The TreeBoost model was later compared with a multiple regression model by using four performance criteria:
MMRE, PRED, MdMRE, and MSE. Elish [32] evaluated the potential of multiple additive regression trees
(MARTs) proposed by Friedman [33] as a software effort estimation model. MLP is one of the most applied
techniques in SDEE and it is considered the state-of-the-art [4] algorithm for this problem. MLP is generally
compared with the other systems. In a recent work, Nassif et al. [1] tested and compared the MLP technique
on ISBSG datasets by using the MAR evaluation parameter. There are several researchers who applied MLP
in their studies [20, 27, 30, 34–36].
3. Methodology
The datasets we used to train our models were retrieved from the International Software Benchmarking
Standards Group (ISBSG) [10]. These datasets are a part of the ISBSG Release 11 datasets, which consist
of data from 5052 IT projects from all around the world. These datasets helped us to perform an unbiased
comparison between our models and the models suggested in the literature. Nassif et al. [1] provided a
replicable algorithm that filters ISBSG Release 11 datasets into five datasets based on the productivity factor
of the projects. If the projects were not categorized using the productivity, the models would not provide high
performance because of the different features of the projects. To compare the results of our models with the
results in the literature, we investigated the results of Nassif et al. [1]. Our aim was to find a novel effort
estimation model that can estimate the effort better than the best model reported in the study of Nassif et al.
[1].
Figure 1 shows the general methodology of this study, which has five major steps: filtering the datasets,
reading and merging datasets, feature transformation, feature selection, and parameter optimization.
In all the datasets, there were the following sets of features: adjusted function points (AFP), development
type (DT), development platform (DP), language type (LT), resource level (RL), and effort (E). DT was
chosen as “new development” by default instead of “enhancement” type. This means that all the experiments
1312
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Figure 1. The proposed framework of our prediction approach.

were performed on new software development projects instead of enhancement projects. Since all the projects
contained the same value for DT, it was discarded and not used for the training of the models. Each dataset
was sorted based on the project implementation year and split into the training and test sets. The training
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dataset is the oldest 70% and the testing set is the most recent 30% of the corresponding sorted dataset. This
approach was also followed by Nassif et al. [1]. Figure 2 shows the scatter plots of five filtered datasets with
the continuous features of the dataset, namely AFP and effort. Figure 3 shows the count of each categorical
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Figure 2. Scatter plots of 5 filtered datasets with AFP on the x-axis and effort on the y-axis.
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Figure 3. Plots showing the counts of each categorical feature.

Generally speaking, the majority of previous machine learning studies in SDEE selected the mean
magnitude of relative error (MMRE) as the main evaluation performance parameter. However, Shepperd and
MacDonell [11] stated that this criterion is biased and Foss et al. [37] concluded that MMRE does not always
select the best model and it is not recommended for use. Therefore, we chose to work with mean absolute
residual (MAR) as performed by Nassif et al. [1]. This parameter lets our research be comparable with the
other studies in this field and helps to perform the unbiased evaluation. The equation of the MAR parameter
is given in Eq. (1) as follows:

MAR =

|Ea − Ep |
.
n

(1)

This equation helps us to answer the first research question. In order to answer the second research
question, we should focus on the mean of the residuals (MR). While MR with a negative value indicates that
the model is overestimating, a positive MR means that the model is underestimating [1]. The equation of the
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MR parameter is given in Eq. (2) as follows:
MR =

Ea − Ep
.
n

(2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), Ea is the actual effort, Ep is the predicted effort, and n is the number of observations.
We deployed the scikit-learn [38] library in Python 3.6.2 to test and evaluate the techniques we explained
in Section 2 when estimating software development effort on the dataset we filtered and split. First of all, we
read the datasets and generated “DataFrames”. Then these DataFrames were merged in order to solve a couple
of problems, given as follows:
• Training and testing sets do not have equal shapes (missing in features) on some occasions. Therefore,
when a model is trained, the testing set may become inapplicable.
• Categorical features are needed to be transformed into numerical values and should not be left as plain
strings.
After this merging operation was completed, we applied the “get_dummies” method that exists in the
library to implement the “One Hot Encoding” approach (a.k.a. 1-of-K representation) to transform each
categorical feature (DP, LT, RL) into a numerical value. Since AFP is the only continuous feature, we converted
the AFP feature values into categorical features using the “Feature Binning” method, then transformed them
into numerical values just like we did for the initial categorical features. The reason behind this binning method
is that we wish to have a set of AFP features rather than only one AFP value. Therefore, we can state that
One Hot Encoding and Binning approaches were used properly during the experiments as part of the feature
engineering. Previous research performed by Nassif et al. [1] did not apply these approaches.
We split the dataset into the same number of instances in the initial datasets after these preparation steps
were accomplished. Each training dataset was split as “X_train (data)” and “y_train (target)” while “target”
contained the Effort feature and “data” contained the rest of the features except Effort. The same process was
repeated for the testing dataset on X_test and y_test, respectively. The principal component analysis (PCA)
method was used on both “data” and “target” to perform feature selection. First, “data” was standardized
using the “StandardScaler()” method. Then we used the PCA method on the standardized data (fitting). As
the result of PCA, the “explained_variance” values that are larger than 1 are equal to the “n_componentv of
the PCA that we actually aim to apply. At the end of this feature selection process, we enabled data to be used
in all of our regression methods.
We found the best parameters by evaluating different values and investigating the MAR results in the
following methods:
• KneighborsRegressor: n_neighbors
• Ridge: alpha
• Lasso: alpha
• SVR: c, epsilon, and kernel
• RandomForestRegressor: n_estimator
• GradientBoostingRegressor: n_estimator
• MLPRegressor: hidden_layer_size
1316
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LinearRegressor did not have any changed parameters. Default parameters provided the best results and
this was noticed when a cross-validation method was applied. DecisionTreeRegressor’s “criterion” parameter
was changed to “mae (mean absolute error)” and as the result of cross-validation, it was concluded that the
best parameter for “max_features” is “auto” and for “splitter” is “best”. SVR could not be trained on some of
the datasets due to the convergence error, thus receiving negative accuracy. GradientBoostingRegressor had its
parameter “criterion” changed to “mae”. The following parameters of MLP were changed: “solver” = “lbfgs”
(“sgd” did not produce good results), “max_iter”=10000, “tol”=1e-5 (according to [1]). Finally, all of the
methods we explained were tested on each of the datasets.
4. Experimental results
After we tested all the machine learning models, we calculated their corresponding MAR and MR results. It is
worth mentioning that MAR is inversely proportional to the prediction accuracy. Therefore, results with the
lowest MAR values are highlighted as the best per dataset. “-” means that the model was not trained properly
and the R2 score was negative. Tables 2 and 3 show the results retrieved from the models tested without
cross-validation applied (Case Study-I).
Table 2. MAR results (Case Study-I).

Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5

MAR
KNN
1647.616279
2721.091026
725.2944444
6768.057143
Lasso
1627.509242
2764.300366
636.7576608
6411.409179
Random forest
1755.745349
1338.866667
9793.485714

Linear
1683.772604
2764.300366
946.8369295
9324.841774
Decision tree
1728.566667
Gradient boosting
1953.560157
1310.793552
-

Ridge
1624.595153
2764.300366
639.8974049
6414.672678
SVR
1443.23369
2665.013301
615.6874255
4712.439942
MLP
1096.184581
1048.095695
1193.547521
876.2732386
5392.02554

Tables 4 and 5 present the results of the models tested with 10-fold cross-validation applied (Case StudyII). Therefore, we can state that two case studies were performed on the datasets.
In addition to these tables, we provide Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9 to show the difference between our study
and the study of Nassif et al. [1] in terms of MAR and MR values. In these tables, the red circle indicates that
the approach is worse and the green circle shows that this is a better algorithm.
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Table 3. MR results (Case Study-I).

Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5

MR
KNN
–1113.267442
–2721.091026
295.7722222
–2504.42449
Lasso
–1005.70746
–2764.300366
324.457277
–2339.404082
Random forest
–1205.598837
–338.8
–5800.657143

Linear
–1005.70746
–2764.300366
324.457277
–2339.404082
Decision tree
–469.1666667
Gradient boosting
–1091.967721
–325.345565
-

Ridge
–1005.70746
–2764.300366
324.457277
–2339.404082
SVR
–1177.967143
–2665.013301
331.8205759
1545.349206
MLP
112.4739216
220.2049275
316.1033587
449.9484135
471.6293108

Table 4. MAR results (Case Study-II with 10-fold).

Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5

1318

MAR
KNN
1252.792014
718.7166667
0.695652174
1232.590759
Lasso
1308.479243
784.2441464
981.6987504
851.912257
6328.942345
Random forest
594.9128889
472.0915385
565.4440507
514.0030495
-

Linear
1055.434028
764.8272189
970.1466818
958.3158377
Decision tree
15.85416667
10.01538462
0.695652174
0.97029703
Gradient boosting
1351.200977
454.3807821
381.1369598
374.8487536
2778.765779

Ridge
1271.805565
798.5868278
971.2254351
853.5411107
6334.155453
SVR
1242.965887
825.842188
1098.5171
838.4665931
5847.402561
MLP
1274.189902
833.9000308
954.2942423
874.4337535
6695.005253

ERTUGRUL et al./Turk J Elec Eng & Comp Sci

Table 5. MR Results (Case Study-II with 10-fold).

Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5

MR
KNN
233.915625
81.39615385
0
295.6974697
Lasso
2.94E-13
1.53914E-13
1.96398E-12
137.2110814
1216.283188
Random forest
47.20512847
–5.398076923
86.41236232
5.09270297
-

Linear
–9.538194444
3.74292E-13
8.17227E-13
–7.65416E-14
Decision tree
0
0
0
0
Gradient boosting
141.2215349
70.27350874
61.7726392
216.3165871
1752.228688

Ridge
272.0767273
–2.430143287
2.20783E-13
125.1798687
1183.19781
SVR
–181.7864067
–53.99266381
–221.9885122
249.2351298
3445.333049
MLP
238.6961049
–89.17206537
–9.051899616
37.34299752
244.1641233

Table 6. Comparison of our MLP model with the CCNN model of Nassif et al. in terms of MAR values.

Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5

MAR
Our MLP model
1096
1048
1194
876
5392
Our MLP with 10-fold CV
1274
834
954
874
6695

Nassif et al.’s CCNN
1479
544
760
1066
6833
Nassif et al.’s CCNN
1479
544
760
1066
6833

To perform Case Study-II, we combined two datasets (training and testing datasets) to build a whole
dataset and applied a 10-fold cross-validation (CV) method. For Case Study-I, we trained our models on
the training dataset and evaluated their performances on the testing dataset. Case Study-I is more realistic
compared to the second case study because the first case study uses a separate testing dataset instead of
1319
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Table 7. Comparison of our MLP model with the MLP model of Nassif et al. in terms of MAR values.

Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5

MAR
Our MLP model
1096
1048
1194
876
5392
Our MLP with 10-fold CV
1274
834
954
874
6695

Nassif et al.’s MLP
1527
667
1039
1321
7185
Nassif et al.’s MLP
1527
667
1039
1321
7185

Table 8. Comparison of our MLP model with the CCNN model of Nassif et al. in terms of MR values.

Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5

MR
Our MLP model
112
220
316
450
472
Our MLP with 10-fold CV
238
–89
–75
59
985

Nassif et al.’s CCNN
–290
368
69
–771
–1831
Nassif et al.’s CCNN
–290
368
69
–771
–1831

evaluating data instances on the dataset that was also used for training. Results of the first case study and
second case study were compared with a recent study performed by Nassif et al. [1] and it was shown that our
model provides better performance in terms of MAR values.
As seen in Table 1, our model shown in the MLP column provides the following values in our experiments
for the datasets: 1096, 1048, 1193, 876, and 5392, respectively. The suggested algorithm in the paper of Nassif
et al. [1] is CCNN, which provides the following results on the corresponding datasets: 1479, 544, 760, 1066,
and 6833. Based on this comparison, we can state that our new model outperforms the CCNN model in 60%
of the datasets when the MAR parameter is applied. In the study of Nassif et al. [1], the performance of the
MLP model was given as follows: 1527, 667, 1039, 1321, and 7185. Again, our new model performs better than
the traditional MLP model in 60% of the datasets. We empirically observed that our model mostly performs
better in terms of MAR values on datasets 1, 4, and 5.
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Table 9. Comparison of our MLP model with the MLP model of Nassif et al. in terms of MR values.

Datasets
1
2
3
4
5
Datasets
1
2
3
4
5

MR
Our MLP model
112
220
316
450
472
Our MLP with 10-fold CV
238
–89
–75
59
985

Nassif et al.’s MLP
–133
297
–138
–621
–1552
Nassif et al.’s MLP
–133
297
–138
–621
–1552

As shown in Table 3, for Case Study-II (10-fold cross-validation), our model shown in the MLP column
provides the following results for all the datasets, respectively: 1274, 833, 954, 874, and 6695. When we compare
these values with the values reported in the study of Nassif et al. [1], we observe that our MLP based model
outperforms the MLP model in that study in 80% of the datasets and our model outperforms the CCNN model
in that study in 60% of the datasets. According to these figures and results, the research questions that we
proposed at the beginning of this research can be answered as follows:
• RQ1: Which of the machine learning models provides the lowest MAR value?
Our MLP-based model mostly has the lowest MAR values when cross-validation is not applied. Decision
tree has the lowest MAR when 10-fold cross-validation is applied. However, the decision tree algorithm
seems to provide unrealistic results on the same datasets. Therefore, we suggest the MLP algorithm and
the other feature engineering methods we used, namely PCA for feature selection, feature binning to
transform continuous data, one-of-K representation to transform categorical data into numerical values,
and the GridSearch algorithm for parameter tuning.
• RQ2: Which machine learning model tends to overestimate and which tends to underestimate?
MR results vary on each dataset and on the cross-validation case. Mostly, MLP is underestimating and
linear regression is overestimating.
• RQ3: Can we build better machine learning-based models in terms of prediction accuracy by applying
feature transformation, feature selection, and parameter tuning techniques?
We demonstrated that better machine learning-based effort estimation models can be built with the help
of feature engineering and parameter optimization techniques.
5. Threats to validity
In this section, we evaluated the threats that might affect the validity of the results of this research. These
threats can be listed as follows:
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1. During our tests, datasets from ISBSG were used and trained. Even though these datasets reflect the state
of the art in the software industry, software development scenarios in the world are limitless. Therefore, it
is impossible to cover all the cases that might come up. The results that we reached with ISBSG datasets
might be different when other datasets are used.
2. MMRE (Mean magnitude of relative error) was not used as a performance evaluation criterion. Instead,
MAR (mean absolute residual) was applied. If we had evaluated MMRE results and did not consider
MAR results, then this work would suggest another model. However, as we discussed in Section 3, the
MMRE criterion is a biased parameter and it does not always select the best model. Therefore, it is not
suggested for the comparison of effort estimation models.
3. We applied a subset of all the machine learning algorithms reported in the literature and this subset was
selected due to their popularity for the underlying problem. We did not cover all the machine learning
algorithms during our experiments. Therefore, it is possible that other researchers might end up with
better models and techniques.
6. Conclusion and future work
Estimating software effort accurately is very challenging and companies still struggle with this problem. Some
software companies still use the approaches proposed in the 1970s during the bidding process, but those
techniques, which do not reflect the current state of the art in the software industry, normally fail for reliable
estimation. Although it was previously shown that machine learning algorithms have high potential for accurate
estimation, there is still a big opportunity for software engineering researchers to develop more accurate effort
estimation models as both overestimating and underestimating have detrimental effects for the company.
In this study, we investigated several machine learning algorithms in conjunction with feature selection,
feature transformation, and parameter optimization techniques and proposed a new model that provides better
prediction performance than the best model reported in the literature. Artificial neural networks, specifically
multilayer perceptron topology, helped us to build a high-performance effort estimation model, but additional
feature engineering techniques have been integrated to achieve the best performance. Whether we use binning or
not, the multilayer perceptron algorithm provides the lowest MAR values, which means that the best algorithm
is artificial neural network-based. When we applied PCA for Case Study-I on the feature set, we reached lower
MAR results. Since Case Study-I is more realistic when considering the real scenario, we can state that feature
selection algorithms also help to build effort estimation models. In addition to the feature selection algorithm,
we observed the benefits of feature transformation and parameter-tuning algorithms for the development of
effort estimation regression models. As part of the future work, the suggested novel model will be used on new
datasets whenever they become available for experiments and our analysis. Also, it is planned to transform the
model to a web service, which will be deployed to a cloud computing platform.
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